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ABSTRACT 

The propagation of a longitudinal elastic strain pulse in a wide rectangular 

bar is considered on the basis of approximate plane-stress equations of motion. 

Asymptotic expressions are obtained which, for large distances of travel, 

describe the pulse propagation in a semi-infinite strip with stress-free lateral 

edges, subject to the conditions t_hat a uniform normal stress with a step

function time dependence is applied to the end and that the end is laterally 

constrained. Particular emphasis is given to describing the warping of plane 

sections during passage of the strain pulse. 



INTRODUCTION 

In the companion paper, Part II, ultra-high-speed motion pictures are shown 

of the transient fringe patterns resulting from strain pulse propagation in a 

rectangular aluminum bar having a birefringent coating. Fringe curvatures ob

served in these pictures,3 indicating that plane sections were warping notice-

ably, provided the motivation for detailed studies of longitudinal strain pulse 

propagation in rectangular bars . 

In this part, Part I, the propagation of a longitudinal strain pulse in a 

long, thin, wide rectangular bar is considered analytically on the basis of 

approximate two-dimensional plane-stress equations of motion. Particular emphasis 

is placed on describing the observed warping of plane sections. The theoretical 

predictions are compared with experimental results in Part II. 

Dispersive transient soluti ons, based either on exact or approximate equations 

of motion, for the response of long rectangular bars to extremely high rates of 

longitudinal loading are apparently not available in the literature. In general, -

studies on the propagation of longitudinal strain pulses in long bars have dealt 

only with bars of circular cross-section.4 This is not surprising since the 

specification of an additional characteristic length makes the rectangular bar 

problem an order of magnitude more complicated than t he corresponding circular 

bar problem. It is interesting to note that all of the presently available 

transient solutions for circular bars are based on the assumption, either explicit 

or implicit, that plane-sections remain plane during passage of a strain pulse. 

Only a very limited amount of experimental and theoretical information is 

3 As will be pointed out in Part II, fringe curvatures are present in all the 
full-field dynamic photoelastic pictures obtained by other investigators for 
longitudinal impact of rectangular bars of photoelastic material. 

4 See [1] 5 for a recent review of work on circular bars. 

5 Numbers in brackets designate References at end of paper. 
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available on steady-state wave propagation in infinite rectangular bars when the 

wavelengths are canparable to the cross-sectional dimensions. For a Wide rectan

gular bar (i.e., a bar having a small thickness-to-width ratio) the experimental 

and theoretical studies of Morse [2,3] indicate that for frequencies below a cut

off frequency no propagation occurs in the lowest thickness mode and that the 

dispersion of the lowest width mode is generally similar to that predicted by the 

approximate plane-stress theory [4]. On the basis of the higher order approxi

mate Kane-Mindlin equations of motion [5], Gazis and Mindlin [6] showed that the 

effect of the lowest symmetric extensional mode across the thickness is to cause 

the low-frequency long-wavelength velocities of the lowest width mode to be 

slightly decreased from the corresponding plane-stress values. Recently, Mindlin 

and Fox (71, using exact elastic equations of motion, obtained solutions for a 

set of discrete points and associated slopes on branches of the exact frequency 

spectrum for particular ratios of thickness-to-width. The complete solution 

was not obtained and it was pointed out that the complete solution cannot be 

expressed in terms of a finite number of elementary functions. These considera

tions make an approximate approach to the problem desirable. 

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 

For comparison with experimental results presented in Part II, the physical 

problem to be approximated is the determination of the elastic strains in a long 

bar of wide rectangular cross-section having stress-free lateral surfaces, sub

ject to the conditions that a uniform normal stress with a step-function time 

dependence is applied to the end and that the shear stresses applied to the end 

are zero. 

It is assumed that the bar is made of a homogeneous, isotropic, linearly 

elastic material. The analysis is restricted to a thin, wide rectangular bar 

which is semi-infinite in length. On the basis of Morse's results, it is assumed 

that the two-dimensional plane-stress theory (the lowest order approximate 
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theory that might describe the experimentally observed warping of plane sections) 

gives a reasonable approximation to the actual bar behavior provided the half-

wavelengths involved are greater than the bar width. Due to dispersion this 

should be the case at the head of the pulse for large distances of travel. Con-

sidering only these long-wavelength.oscillations at the pulse head for large dis-

tances of travel, it is assumed for mathematical simplicity that the nonmixed 

end conditions stated above can be replaced by mixed end conditions specifying 

that the applied normal stress (unchanged in magnitude) is uniform and has a 

step-function time dependence and that the lateral displacement at the end of 

the bar is zero. 6 Experimental evidence will provide the final test of the 

validity of these assumptions. 

Using rectangular Cartesian coordinates having x along and y at right 

angles to the centerline of the strip, the plane-stress equations of motion 

(cf. Love [11), p. 49'7) written in terms of the areal dilatation A and the 

rotation .n are 

06 (1 -ax -

06 
- (1 -ay 

where 

CT)gf = p (1 2 
a
2

u - CT 1 
E at2 

CT) a.n = p (1 2 2 
- CT ~ o V 

ox E 

A = 
0
oux + ov 

ay 

at2 

.n = 1 ( av _ au ) 
2 ax ay 

In these equations u and v are longitudinal and transverse particle dis-

placements, respectively, t is time, p is the material density, E is 

( 1 ) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

6 For the related plane strain problem, Folk [81 has discussed the validity of 
this assumption in detail. For the analo~ous circular bar problem, solutions 
obtained by Folk, Fox, Shook, and Curtis L9] for mixed end conditions were 
found to be in good agreement for large distances of travel with the experi
mental results obtained by Fox and Curtis [10] for nonmixed end conditions. 
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Young's modulus, and <T is Poisson's ratio; fl and .0. are defined by (3) 

and (L,), respectively. 

Solutions to these equations must satisfy the initial conditions 

a - a 
u(x,y,O) = v(x,y,O) =a~ (x,y,O) = a~ (x,y,O) = 0 ; (5) 

the boundary conditions at the lateral edges y =±a of the strip 

T (x, +a, t) = yy - T:xy (x, ±a, t) = 0; (6} 

and the input boundary conditions at the end x = 0 of the strip 

Txx (O, y, t) = - P0H(t} and v(O, y, t) = 0 (?a,b) 

The displacements must also vanish at infinity. In (?a) P
0 

denotes the applied 

pressure and H(t) is the unit step-function. 

The stress components and Txy are related to the displacements 

by the following stress-strain relations for plane-stress: 

= E ( au + <T 
av ) (8) TXX 2 ax ay 

- <T 

= E ( av + <T au ) (9) T 2 ax yy 
- <T 

ay 

E (au+av) ( 10) T = 2(1+<T) xy ay ax 

SOLUTION TRANSFORMS 

The present boundary value problem lends itself to the double transform method 

of solution developed by Folk [~,9]. In this method the transforms applied to a 

particular differential equation are chosen in such a way that only the available 

initial and end boundary information is required. For comparison with experi-

mental results described in Part II values are required for the strain components 

exx' eyy' and exy where 

au 
exx = ax' 

_ av = av + au c11 } e - ' e a a a,b,c yy ay xy x y 

Let r1" (x ,y, w ) , /' ( y ,y, w } , fc ( Y ,y, w ) denote Fourier exponential, sine, 

and cosine transforms, respectively, accordi~g to 



00 

? (x,y, w) = fa f(x,y,t) eiw tdt , 

1 f(x,y,t) = 2 TT 

s 
f ( y ,y, w) = 

00 + ic. . t 
r (x,y,w) e dw f _F -J.W 

-oo + i£ 
00 -J f (x ,y, w ) sin ( y x )dx , 

0 . 

f(x,y,w) = - ~ J_: fs( Y ,y,w) eiYxdY 

fC(y,y,w) = /
0

00 

f(x,y,w) cos(Yx)dx, 

f(x,y,w) = * J_: fc( y ,y,w) eiYxdy 

5 

(12a) 

(12b) 

(13a) 

(13b) 

(14a) 

(14b) 

where w is assumed to have a small, positive imaginary part. Following the 

general procedure outlined in reference (9), the transformed strain solutions 

for the present problem are 

where 

SF -2iP
0 

CT (1+CT) y 3 (k
2
-Y

2
)sin(ka)cos(hy) 

e = xx . 2 ) Ewh F(y,w 

4iP
0

CT(1+ct) y 3k sin(ha)cos(ky) 
+ ( 

E w h F(Y,w) 

2 
i(1-CT )YP

0 + ----,...--
E w h

2 

SF -2iP 
0

CT (1+ CT) Y (k
2
-Y

2 
)sin(ka)cos (by) 

eyy = E w F( Y, w) 

4iP 
0 

CT ( 1+ <T) Y 3k sin (ha )cos (ky) 

E w h F'( Y, w) 

CF 4iPoCT(1+CT) y2(k2- y2) 
exy = E w h F(Y,w) [sin(ha)sin(ky)-sin(ka)sin(hy)] 

(.15) 

( 16) 

( 17) 

F( Y,w) = {k2- y 2 )2 sin(ka)cos(ha) + 4 Y 
2

h k sin(ha)cos(ka) (18) 

DISCUSSION OF FREQUENCY EQUATION 

In the next section the inverse sine and cosine transforms of the strains are 

obtained by applying the Cauchy residue theorem in the complex Y-plane. Poles 

of the strain transforms occur for values of Y which satisfy the transcendental 
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secular equation 

F(Y,w) =O (19) 

for a given value of frequency w • The relevant behavior of the solutions 

Y = Y ( w ) of ( 19) is summarized here. 

Equation (19) is the frequency equation for symmetric free vibrations of an 

infinite elastic strip of vanishing thickness (state of plane-stress). Under 

the formal transformation <T -+ u/(1- u) and E -+ E/(1- <T 
2 ) this equation is 

identical to the Rayleigh-Lamb frequency equation for symmetric free vibrations 

of an infinite elastic plate (state of plane-strain). Thus, much of the needed 

general behavior of the solutions to (19) can be inferred from existing studies 

of the Rayleigh-Lamb frequency equation, particularly those of Folk [8] and 

Mindl!n and Onoe [12] 7• Specific calculations are carried out when necessary. 

For purposes of generality, the following dimensionless variables are 

introduced: 

a= ya and (20a,b) · 

where cs' the shear wave velocity in an infinite medium, is given by 

2 _ E 
cs - 2 ( 1 + <T) p • In terms of these variables, ( 19) becomes 

a~= ({3 2-2a2 )2sin [{3 2-a2J1/ 2 cos [K{3 2-a2J1/ 2 

+ 4 2 [ 0 2 2] 1 /2 [ 0 2 2] 1 /2 . [ 0 2 2] 1 /2 [ 0 2 2] 1 /2 - 0 a /.J -a K /.J -a sin IC /.J -a cos /.J -ci - (21) 

where 1-<T 8 
IC = - 2- • For a specified value of Poisson 1 s ratio, the solutions of 

(21) determine a countably infinite set of functions a= a(/3). 

It is convenient to use the scheme introduced by Folk [8] for identif'ying the 

functions. Consider first the values of a = a ( {3 ) for {3 = 0. The limiting 

7 Reference [12] summarizes the st~dies of Mindlin and his co-workers. In 
addition it includes an extensive bibliography of other studies. 

8 1~<T 
For the related plane strain case, k = 2 ( 1 _ <T). 
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behavior of (21) is 

lim [ a~ 
ia2 {3 2 (K-1) 

] = 2a + sinh 2a = 0 (22) 
{3--0 

A root of (22) is identified as a (0) where r orders the root according to r,s 

its absolute value and s gives it:> quadrant in the complex a-plane. Roots 

with larger absolute values are referred to as higher modes. There are four 

roots with equal magnitudes, one in each quadrant, The only exception is the 

root a = o. It will be seen later from a series solution for f3 small, but 

non-zero, that it is a double root. da 
The root for which d/3 is positive is 

labelled a1 , 1 , the other root is labelled a1 , 2 • The functions ar,s(f3) are 

defined to be the analytic continuations of the a (0) solutions, and the r,s 

ar,s(f3) solutions for s = 1 and s = 2 are defined to have positive slopes 

when they are real and positive imaginary components when they are complex or 

imaginary. 

The qualitative behavior of the first two modes, a1,s and a2 ,s' is 

illustrated in Fig. 1 for real {3 and 0 < <T < 1/2. For reasons which will 

become apparent later, the major contributions to the strain solutions are expected 

to come from these two modes. Since the solutions depend on x being large, con-

tributions due to complex and imaginary roots are unimportant; consequently, 

accurate calculations are required only for the real roots. Numerical calcula-

tions of the values of a1, 1 ( {3), a2 , 1 ( {3), and a2 , 2 ( {3) in the ranges of {3 

for which these roots are real were made for several values of <T using an IBM 

704 computer. The results are partially sununarized in Figs. 2 and 3 for a1 , 1 

and a2 , 1 , respectively, in the regions of positive real /3 for which the 

roots are real. 

a1 , 1 ( /3 ) is real for all real values of /3 • It is a monotonic odd function 

of {3 passing through the origin and having a positive slope for all {3 • To 

examine the behavior of for small f3 , a series expansion = 
00 

~A 132n is assumed. Substituting this series into (21), evaluating the first 
n=1 n 
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few coefficients, and taking the square root of the resulting expression gives 

(23) 

This series can be used 'to evaluate for small f3 • Knowing the behavior 

of a1 , 1 , a1 , 2 is determined by the relation a1 , 2 (/3) = - a1 , 1 (,8). 

The second mode solution shown in Fig. 3 has a branch point· where 

~~ is zero for a > 0 which corresponds to the intersection of .. ~, 1 . and 

a2 ,4. (s~e Fig. 1 ). The real roots at this point join smoothly to the complex 

roots forming the analytic continuation of the complex root a2 , 1 (0 )·. Points of 

zero slope also occur for a = o. It ha~ been shown in general (cf. (12]) that 

complex branches intersect real or imaginary branches at each point for wh1;ph 

g§_ 9.§.. 
da is zero. If da is zero for a = 0, imaginary branches intersect real 

branches. The behavior of a2 , 2 , a2 ,
3

, and a2 ,
4 

can be obtained f'rom the a 2 , 1 

solution due to the symmetry properties of (21). In the region -of /3 for which 
/ 

the solutions are complex (letting * a denote the conjugate of a) 

(24a) 

When the solutions are imaginary and real, the symmetry C?nditions and the 

definitions of the roots when passing through the branch points give 

* * a2 , 1 (- /3) = a2 , 2 ( /3) = a2 , 3 (- /3) = a2 ,4 
( /3 ) for the imaginary (24b) 

solutions, and 

a2 , 1 (/3) = -a2 ,2 (-/3) = -a2 , 3 ({3') = a2 ,
4

(-/3) for the real solutions. (24c) 

The behavior of the solutions ar,s(/3) for r = 3,4,5, ••• 'Will not be dis-

cussed; however, it will be assumed that they can be constructed as the analytic 

continuations of the a (0) roots according to the definition given above. 
r,s 

Folk (8] has discussed briefly several features of the analytic behavior of 

solutions to the Rayleigh-Lamb frequency equation when /3 is complex and his 
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remarks apply also to solutions of (21). Summarizing, his work indicates that the 

functions a defined by (21) have no poles in the finite {3-plane, probably r,s 

an infinity of them have essential singularities for f3 infinite, and all modes 

except a 1 ,s have branch points along the real {3-axis and probably along the 

imaginary {3-axis. For the present problem, it is assumed that a1 , 1 is analytic 

everywhere in the finite f3 -plane. For the higher modes, it is assumed that the 

only singularities are the branch points along the real and imaginary axes, and 

that analytic functions can be obtained in the regions of interest by appropriate 

branch cuts. 

INWRSION OF TRANSFORNS 

The inverse sine transforms of SF 
e xx and and the inverse cosine transform 

of eCF are expressed in integral forms by using (13b) and (14b), respectively. x:y 

The resulting integrals are evaluated by applying Cauchy's residue theorem in 

the compl~ Y-plane. For each integral the path of integration is closed by 

adding a semicircle of infinite radius about the origin in the upper half of the 

complex Y-plane. Since it can be shown in each case that the integral over the 

semi-circle is zero, the original integral is 2TTi times the sum of the residues 

of the poles in the upper half of the Y-plane. 

If the various trigonometric functions in SF e are replaced by their respec-xx 

tive infinite series, it is found that only even powers of h and k appear; 

hence, there are no branch points in the complex Y-plane even though h and k 

are irrational functions of Y • Similarly, it can be shown that this conclusion 

is applicable to e~ and 

Although the functions 

CF 
e • xy 
SF SF 

exx' eyy' and CF ex:y appear at first glance to have 

poles for h = O, each function can be defined to be analytic at this point. The 

only poles of these functions occur for the roots Y which satisfy the frequency 

equation 

F(Y,w)=O (19) 
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Since F is a function of both the wave-number Y and the frequency w , the 

position of a pole in the Y-plane depends on the value used for w • When the 

frequency is real, the number of poles lying on the real Y-axis depends on the 

value of w • However, the inverse Fourier transforms involve slightly complex 

frequencies, that is, w = w
0 

+ ic. where c. is a vanishingly small but positive 

number and real w
0 

varies from -oo to +oo. The real roots Y (= a /a) r,s r,s 

of (21) when the frequency is real are shifted to slightly complex roots when the 

frequency is in this range. By expanding Y r,s in a Taylor series about w
0

, 

it can be shown for c. very small and positive that the imaginary part of 
dY 

Yr,s(w 0 + ic.) is positive or negative according to the sign of dwr,s evalu-

ated for w = w 
0

• The functions Y r,s were defined so that the roots in the 

upper and lower halves of the Y-plane remain in the upper and lower halves, 

respectively, as w 
0 

varies from -co to +co • Thus, when the frequency is in the 

range noted above, the roots of (21) are all single and no roots lie on the real 

axis. 

Since Yr,1 and Yr,2 are always in the upper half of the Y-plane, the resi

due summations for the integrals will include only roots for which s = 1 or 2. 

There is one exception to this rule: Y 1 , 1 is included but Y 1 ,2 is not. Taking 

the residues of the poles according to this rule and multiplying by 2rri, 

becomes 

where 

Similarly, 

where 

F e (x,y,w) xx 
Po 

= i E 
r,s 

= 4c:;(1+c:;)y 3 

h
2 oF 

[2hk sin(ha)cos(ky) 

w oY 

- (k
2 

- Y
2

) sin(ka)cos(by)] I 
Y= y 

r,s 

=-i:Po2: 
r,s 

F 
exx 

(25a) 

(25b) 

(26a) 
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~,,,,(Yr s,y,w) = 4 C1+~JY [(k
2 

- Y 2 )sin(ka)cos(hy) 
JJ ' w -ar 

+ 2 Y 
2 * sin (ha )cos (ky)] I 

Y = Y r,s 

(26b) 

and 

(27a) 
r,s 

where 
2 

~xy(Yr,s'y,w) = -Bcr( 1+crJrY (k2 - y 2 ) [sin(ha)sin(ky) 
wh ar 

- sin (ka )sin (hy)] I 
Y = Yr,s 

(27b) 

The formal expressions for the strains are obtained by taking the ·inverse Fourier 

transforms according to (12b) of F F F 
ex:x' e , and e • yy xy 

Introducing the dimensionless 

variables 

x - 2£ - a' and y = ":I. 
a 

in addition to a and /3 defined by (20a,b), the strains are 

r,s 

P0 1 f oo+i£. i(a X-{3T) 
= - E- L -2 • 9 (a ,Y,f3)e r,s d/3 

n1 +· xx r,s r,s -oo 1£. 

e (X,Y,T) = L (eyy)r,s = 
yy r ~ 

'"' 

2: 
r,s 

. oo+i£. i(a X-/3T) 
L 2~ J 9 (ar s'y' {3)e r,s d/$ 
r,s -co +i£. xy ' 

where 

(28a,b,c) 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

(32a,b,c) 
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The terms (e ) (e ) s' and (e ) are defined in (29), (30), and (31), xx r,s' yy r, xy r,s 

respectively. 

EVALUATION OF STRAIN INTEGRALS FOR LARGE DISTANCES OF TRAVEL 

Due to the complexity of 8 , Q , e and the f\lnctions a , the integrals xx yy xy r,s 

of (29), (30), and (31) cannot in general be evaluated by simple means. However, 

by using saddle point methods (see, for example, [13] and [141), it is possible 

to obtain asymptotic expressions which are valid for large values of X. The use 

of such methods is appropriate in the present problem since only for large values 

of X can the approximate theory and the assumption made concerning the end con-

ditions be expected to give reasonable results. 

Saddlepoint methods for evaluating such integrals are based on the concept of 

deforming the original path of integration in the complex {3-plane to pass 

through the saddlepoints in the direction of steepest descent; thus, the major 

contributions to an integral come from portions of the path in the neighborhoods 

of the saddlepoints and from any poles that are crossed in deforming the path. 

The saddlepoints are defined by 

da 
djJ,s = I x 

For fixed X and given T, saddlepoint values of a and /3 , r,s 

and satisfy equation (21) subject to condition (33). 

(33) 

denoted by 

The position 

of a saddlepoint in the complex {3-plane is given by iJ • Because of the time 

dependent behavior of the saddlepoints the same approximation cannot be used to 

describe all portions of the pulse. 

For the ordinary saddlepoint (OSP) approximation, second order saddlepoints 

(-a'' -'o) · r are widely separated and the integrand functions are expanded in series 
r,s 

about the moving saddlepoints (see [13] for details). In this approximation, 

XI -a' 1 I 
r,s 

must be large in order that the main contribution to an integral will be 

concentrated about the saddle point. At certain times, however, the second order 
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-'I saddlepoints collide to form third order saddlepoints (a = o). Consequently, r,s 

during the time interval when the saddlepoints are close together, the OSP method 

is inapplicable. An extended saddle point (ESP) approximation is used to evaluate 

the integrals during these time intervals. In this approximation the integrand 

fUnctions are expanded in series about the collision point in the 13-plane where 
_,, 
a is zero. Special cases occur when there are zeros and/or poles of the r,s 

integrand fUnctions 9(a ,Y,13) near saddlepoints (see [14] for details). r,s 

FIRST MODE STRAIN CONTRIBUTIONS. The integrals (exx) 1 , 1 , (eyy)1, 1 , and (exy)1,1 

are evaluated quantitatively only when the saddlepoints lie on the real /3 
axis. Mathematical expressions are obtained which describe the major features of 

the head of the pulse observed at station X as time T progresses. 

In order to determine during what time intervals a particular approximation 

can be used, it is necessary to examine the first mode saddle point behavior in 

the complex f3 -plane as a function of time T. First mcxle saddle points are 
I 

defined by a1, 1 = T/x. is plotted for real 13 in Fig. 2 and (23) can be 

used to evaluate the derivative when /3 is slightly imaginary. As mentioned 

previously, a complete description of a1 , 1 for complex /3 is not available. 

The first large signal to arrive at a fixed station X corresponds to the 

collision of two second order saddle points at the origin for T/x = [2 + 2 <T J-1/
2

• 

For timeejust prior to the formation of this third order saddlepoint, calculations 

from (23) indicate that the two saddlepoints were moving along the imaginary 

axis toward the origin. It can also be shown from (23) that i (0:1 , 1x- /j T) is 

negative as the saddle points approach the origin; therefore, for large X the 

initial signal is expected to be very small and probably has a time dependence 

of the form e -t , where C decreases as T/x approaches (2 + 2 <T J-1/ 2
• As 

T/X increases from its collision value the third order saddlepoint separates 

into two second order saddle points moving apart on the real {3 axis (cf. Fig. 

2 ). 
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The ESP method is used to describe the strains during the collision process. 

The approximations for 9xx' 9yy' 9xy' and (a1, 1x- /3T) are taken as 

2 
( 0) - 1 1 [ (1+ O" - O" ) 9yy a1,1'Y,,._, = -~ - (1+o-) 4 

2 _2 2 
( O) - o- Y(1-Y-) ~ 9 a1 1 'y' ,._, = 1 2 

xy ' 6(2+2o-) 

and 

a1 '1X - /3 T ; [ X T] /3 + _o-_2_x_~= 
(2 + 2a") 1/ 2 - 6(2 + 2 o- )372 

where the values of and 1/1 and of x 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

are to be taken from Figs. 4 and 5, respectively, for a specified value of u • 

The series for B , 9 , and B were obtained by substituting (23) into xx yy xy 

(32a,b,c) and retaining only the first few terms. 

Using these approximations, the ESP method gives the following expressions 

for the first mode strains: 

-[~( 1 _y2) _ o-(1-o-)] .2_ dAi(-B) -t 4 (1+o-)2 [TJ (CT) 
[ ] 

2/3 

2 3 u2X dB x 

- v (o-)(1-y2)-X (o-)y2{ 1-V!. (u)y2)1 
2
2 d ~i(-B) 

[ ] 

4/3 3 . } 

x x x ~ o- X dB 
(38) 
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( e yy) 1 '1 ;;; C1": o { [ ~ + f 0 B Ai ( - ! )d (] 

_ [ (1+u
2

- CT
2

) (1_y2) _ CT(1-CT)J[_g_]
2/J dJ\i(-B) 

3 CT2X dB 

+ 4(1+ CT )
2 

[ TJ (CT)- V (CT )(1-y2 )-X (CT )0(1-1/! (CT )0)] y y y y 

• [ 2_ ] 
4/J d

3 
Ai ( -B ) } 

cr 2x dB3 (39) 

p 
( ) - 0 2 
exy 1, 1 = - E 3 

where 

2 
( 1+ CT ) y ( 1 _ y2 ) d Ai ( -B ) 

x dB2 

B = (2 + 2C1")1/2 [ ,)X ] 1/3 [ T - X J 
.., (2 + 2 CT) 1/ 2 

(40) 

(41) 

The Airy function Ai(z), its integral, and first three derivatives are shown in 

Figs. 6 and 7. 

It should be noted in passing that the only terms in the expressions for 

(exx) 1 , 1, (eyy) 1 , 1 and (exy) 1, 1 which do not decrease as X increases are 

the initial terms in (exx)1, 1 and (eyy) 1 , 1• In the limit as X becomes very 

large (eyy)1, 1 = - CT(ex) 1, 1, independent of Y, and (exy) 1, 1 vanishes. 

This result is expected on physical grounds. 

After the two second order saddlepoints have become sufficiently separated on 

the real f3 axis, the strains are approximated using the OSP method. Approxi-

mating the amplitude factors 9 , 9 , and 9 by their values at the saddle-xx yy xy 

points and retaining only terms through second order in f3 in the series 

expansion for (a1, 1x - f3 T ), the resulting expressions for tra initial two 

ordinary saddlepoints on the real f3 axis are 

29xx(;:1,1'y' ~) . - - TT] 
+ _,, 172 sin(a1 1x- f3 T + 4) 

(2nX I a1 , 1 1 ) ' 

(42) 
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(43) 

(44) 

-' These expressions predict that at a time T = Xa1 , 1 there will be oscilla-

tions having an instantaneous period (2na)/(cs i3 ) , 
and an amplitude that descreases with increasing x 

a wavelength 2na/ a1,1' 

as x-112 • The amplitudes 

of the oscillations are easily computed for given values of u and Y by using 

the values of 9xx(;1 , 1 ,Y,ij ;, 9YY(a1 , 1,Y,ij ), and Sxy-(0:1, 1 ,Y,p) obtained 

from Fig. 8 and the values of a~: 1 (,B) obtained from Fig. 2. The static strain 

values in the expressions for (exx) 1 , 1 and (eyy)1 , 1 result from deforming the 

contours across t~e poles of 9 xx and at the origin. 

HIGHER l•iODE STRAIN CONTRIBUTIONS. increases, :he solutions and 

a2 , 2 are the first solutions to become real; hence the second mode terms are 

expected to be next in importance to the first mode terms. The remaining higher 

modes are expected to contribute oscillations which are smaller than those of the 

second mode. 

The integrals (exx) 2 , 1 and (exx)2 , 2 are complex conjugates which combine 

to give a real contribution to the strain signal; this is also true of (eyy)2 , 1 

+ (eyy)2 , 2 and (exy-)2 , 1 + (e:xy)2 ,2•9 The second mode contributions will be 

approximately evaluated for a short time interval which includes the first and 

largest signals arising from the and roots. 10 Second order 

saddlepoints for a2 , 1 and a2 , 2 are at complex values of ,B for T/X < 

I I 
(a 

2 1
) . = (a

2 2
) . . , and so signals approach zero exponentially for large 

, min. , min. 

9 These sums, for all time, correspond to the contributions from what is 
classically termed the second and third modes. 

10 The strains from these initial saddlepoints correspond to contributions 
from what is classically termed the second mode. 

x 
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I 

until an interval just prior to this time. For T/X = ( ) two second a2, 1 min.' 

order saddle points collide on the positive real {3-axis to form third order 

saddlepoints. As time increases the saddlepoints separate and travel apart in 

opposite directions on the positive real {3-axis (cf. Fig. 3). Due to the 

synunetry of the frequency equation identical behavior takes place on the negative 

real f3 -a.xis. 

The ESP method is used to approximate the strains when the saddle points are 

close together. Approximating the amplitude factors 9 , 9 , and 9 by xx yy xy 

their values at the collision points and retaining terms through third order in 

/3 in the series expansions for 

resulting expressions are 

( a2 X - /3 T) about the collision points, the ,s 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

During the time interval when there are four sufficiently separated ordinary 

saddlepoints, the expressions become 



and 

9 (a
21

,Y,i5.) xx • 1-'i 
- 1 I 1/2 

(211X I a2 , 11 ) 
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(48) 

(49) 

(50) 

where all quantities are evaluated for positive f3. Values for 9xx(a2 , 1,Y, p ), 
9YY (0:2 , 1 ,Y, ~ ) , 9xy (a2 , 1 ,Y, ~ ) , and ~: 1 ({3) are given for several values of 

a- in Figs. 9 and 3. 

The total strains exx' eyy' exy include the contributions from all modes. 

From the sketch given by Mindlin [12], it can be seen that the minimum value of 

da/d/3 is larger for the next few roots above and and it occurs 

for larger values of 1/3 I. Thus, these higher modes will contribute smaller 

oscillations at later times. However, Folk [8] points out that some of the 

roots a for r large can have minimum values of da/dt.> r,s I-' 
corresponding 

to signals travelling at dilatation velocity. Mindlin 1 s sketch corroborates 

this observation. These minimums occur, however, for very large values of I /31 
and result in oscillations of negligible amplitude for the present problem. In 

problems where the Fourier transform of the end input is large for these large 

values of f3 (e.g. a delta function input), the higher modes might contribute 

a finite signal travelling at the dilatation velocity. 

REMARKS. The physical significance of the strain expressions which have been 

developed will be examined in connection with experimental results in the 
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companion paper, Part II. 

By introducing the transformation <T /1- <T and 
2 

E .... E/1- <T , all of 

the results obtained here are applicable to the related plane strain problem of 

a semi-infinite slab with stress-free lateral surfaces subject to the edge condi-

tions that the stress apr-lied normaJly is uniform with a step function time 

dependence and that the lateral edge displacement is zero. Folk [8] considered 

tl:is problem and obtained solutions for the stress 'xx at the surface of a 

slab for which <T = 1/3; however, he did not consider the distribution of stress 

or strain across the slab thic.lmess. 

The solutions given here to the plane-stress problem should approximately de-

scribe the behavior of a wide rectangular bar when the wavelength is greater 

than the bar widtr.. However, for the plane-strain problem the solutions are not 

subject to such a restriction since they arise from the exact equations of 

motion for the slab. 
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